
 

Mastizaade is a 2016 Indian film. It is the second installment in the Masti film series, following 2012's Housefull 2. The film
features Sunny Leone in her Bollywood debut, alongside Tusshar Kapoor, Bobby Deol and Karishma Tanna. The film is
directed by Milap Zaveri and produced by Pritish Nandy Communications This movie has been released on 12 March 2016 all
over India. Upon release, the film received mixed reviews, with critics praising Sunny Leone's performance, but criticising the
comedy and the storyline of the film. The film was commercially successful. The movie is set in North India. While Bhaiya
(Tusshar Kapoor) is serving his country as a JCO in Devgarh Fort, his father Mr. Gajjar (Rajendra Gupta), brother-in-law Arjun
Singh (Vijay Raaz) and Chandu (Bobby Deol) travel to Goa to take their family blessings from Big Brother Sunil Dutt
(Kulbhushan Kharbanda). While there, Chandu meets with Geeta (Shatrughan Sinha) and he falls in love with her. The three of
them are introduced to so many funny situations, which are funny because of Bhaiya, whose wit is the center of the comedy.
Sunny Leone makes her Bollywood debut as Hina; a sexy and funny character. Bobby Deol plays a constable named "Chundi"
and Karishma Tanna appears as his lady love. While Bobby's character falls in love with Hina, Tusshar Kapoor falls for the
daughter of an NRI couple played by Supriya Pathak and Suresh Menon. The couple have made a lot of money by creating an
app which helps people detect whether their prospective bride is a virgin or not. Upon release, the film received mixed reviews,
with critics praising Sunny Leone's performance, but criticising the comedy and the storyline of the film. The film was
commercially successful. Film review aggregate site India-West rated it 1.5 / 5 stars. The Times of India gave the film 3.5 out of
5 stars and stated "On the whole, "Mastizaade" is a riotous entertainer with Sunny Leone as the icing on the cake. But if you
appreciate subtle humour, this movie is not for you." Sameer Verma of Koimoi rated it 4/5 stars and praised Sunny's
performance, but criticised Tusshar Kapoor's character saying that he doesn't contribute to comedy at all. IndiaGlitz rated it 2
out of 5 stars, stating that "Mastizaade may turn out to be one film among many so far this year, where Sunny Leone is seen
simply strutting her stuff." The Hindustan Times gave 2.
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